
 
 

Annual General Meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
To be held on Tuesday 26 February 2013 

1.15pm at Yoredale, Bainbridge 
 
 
Meeting to Commence at 1.15pm 
 

1. Election of Chair 

2. Election of Vice Chair 

3. Welcome 

4. Apologies 

5. Approval of minutes, and matters arising (not on the agenda) 

6. Public Question time – three minutes per speaker (those wishing to speak 

should make themselves known to the Secretary at the start of the meeting or 

in advance of the meeting)  

7. Future Forum Meetings 

- Agenda Items 

- Dates  

8. Review of nominated LAF members on groups linked to the Forum 

9. Report back from Advisory Groups: 

• Cave and Crag Access Advisory Group 

• Green Lanes 

10. Dedication of National Nature Reserves – Chris Pope, Lead Adviser, Natural 

England 

11. Yorkshire Dales Management Plan – Ann Williams, PA to the Director of 

Conservation and Community, YDNPA 

12. Review of Open Access Information – Cathy Bradley, Access Technician, 

YDNPA 

13. Cumbria Countryside Access Strategy 

14. Secretary’s Report (Items for note and consideration by Forum Members) 

15. Update on members’ activities (brief reports of activities relating to the Forum) 
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Unapproved Minutes 
Meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 

Held on Tuesday 30 October 2012  
Yoredale, Bainbridge 

 
 

Present: Peter Charlesworth (PC), Andrew Colley (AC), David Gibson (DG), Neil 
Heseltine (NH), Alex Law (AL), Ken Miller (KM), Stuart Monk (SM), Jerry Pearlman 
(JP), John Richardson (JR), Sara Spillett (SS), Mike Stephenson (MS), Alistair 
Thompson (AT), Pat Whelan (PWh), Philip Woodyer (PW). 
 
YDNPA Officers present: Rachel Briggs (RB) – LAF Secretary, Julie Barker (JMB), 
Mark Allum (MA), Kathryn Beardmore (KB). 
 
The meeting started at 1.15pm. 
 
 
1. Welcome 
 
PW thanked DG, as Vice Chair, for all the work he had put into the YDAF during the 
summer whilst he had been away. 
 
PW welcomed Peter Charlesworth (PC) to the meeting and explained that PC was 
covering as YDNPA Member Champion for Recreation Management until the post 
was filled. 
 
 
2. Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from Heather Thomas-Smith (HTS), Jon Beavan (JB) and 
Jocelyn Manners-Armstrong (JMA) 
 
 
3. Approval of Minutes 
 
Minutes of 17 July 2012 
 

The minutes of the meeting on 17 July 2012 were approved as a true record of 
the meeting. 

 
Matters Arising from the Minutes 
 
There were several matters raised: 
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(a) MS asked if there had been any further movements with the boundary review 
of the Yorkshire Dales National Park.  KB said this was still with the Secretary of 
State but that an announcement was imminent. 
 
(b) PWh asked whether a second planning application had yet been submitted for 
the timber extraction at Cam Wood.  MA explained that the wood had changed 
hands and that the YDNPA was expecting an application to come in from the new 
owner.  Members of the YDAF will be informed when this happens. 
 
 
4. Public Question Time 
 
There were no public questions. 
 
 
5. Future Forum Meetings 
 
Dates of meetings 
 
Dates for meetings of the YDAF during 2013 are as follows: 
 
Tuesday 26 February 2013, 1.15 pm @ Yoredale, Bainbridge 
Tuesday 18 June 2013, 1.15 pm @ Yoredale, Bainbridge 
Tuesday 15 October 2013, 1.15 pm @ Yoredale, Bainbridge 
 
 
Future Agenda Items 
 
Suggested future agenda items put forward by members include: 

• Definitive map (officer from Cumbria County Council and North Yorkshire 
County Council to be invited to talk about the 2026 cut off and how this will be 
managed). – October meeting 2013 

 
 
6. Report back from the Yorkshire Dales Advisory Groups 
 
Access for All Advisory Group 
 
AC presented the minutes of the Access for All Advisory Group. 
 
Access on Foot Advisory Group 
 
DG presented the minutes of the Access on Foot Advisory Group. 
 
There was a discussion about the item on cattle grids and DG clarified the situation 
as minuted.  JP said that there had been a case in Northumberland regarding a 
cattle grid and suggested RB send information round to members. 
 

RB to circulate information about the Northumberland cattle grid case. 
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7. Presentation on Air Sports 
 
Sara Spillett (SS) did a very informative presentation on air sports which was well 
received. 
 
PWh expressed a concern about paragliders landing near cattle, in particular cows 
and calves.  SS said this was not normally a problem as a pilot would just choose to 
land in an adjacent field.  She added that pilots call out when landing so as not to 
startle any livestock. 
 
PW asked if there were any conflicts with landowners.  SS said that most 
landowners are ok with the sport but that the odd farmer prevents flying from their 
land e.g. there is no flying from Great Whernside.  NH suggested there would be 
more landowner conflicts when landing as the landing site can be almost anywhere.  
SS said that site guides and briefing notes are issued to pilots with instructions as to 
where to land. 
 
KM said that the main issue with horses is when they are out being ridden as they 
can’t flee when they have a rider on their back.  He added that he has never had a 
problem with paragliders but that there needed to be mutual respect for each others 
pursuit. 
 
SS was thanked for her presentation. 
 
 
8. Ratione tenurae routes 
 
MA presented the paper on Ratione tenurae (RT) routes and thanked JR and DG for 
their background papers.  MA said that the list produced in his paper was not a 
definitive list of the routes in the Yorkshire Dales National Park (YDNP) and that it 
would take lots of very detailed research to produce a definitive list.   
 
DG asked if the YDNPA were asking for money from private landowners for the 
upkeep of these routes.  MA said that it would take too much time and money to 
carry out the necessary research on RT routes and that the YDNPA budget was 
better spent elsewhere.  SM agreed with MA and added that the key is that they are 
recorded on the definitive map. 
 
KB told members that they needed to be clear as to what they wanted in terms of RT 
routes.  She added that it might be useful to prioritise the routes considering the 
Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006 and the cut off date 
of 2026 for recording routes on the definitive map. 
 
KM agreed that this was a sensible suggestion and added that RT routes that link 
routes together should be the priority.  SM suggested members take the list away 
and highlight any routes that they think would add to the network.  KB thought this 
was a good idea and that it would be positive if members could put a list together to 
give to the County Councils to ask them how they will prioritise the work. 
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All members to look at the list of RT routes and to identify those that would 
benefit the network. 

 
 
9. Woodland Creation 
 
DG circulated a guidance document to be used when applications are submitted to 
the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority for the creation of new woodland.  The 
paper had originally been put together by members of the Lake District LAF and had 
been amended by the Access on Foot Advisory Group to make it applicable to the 
Yorkshire Dales. 
 
There was some discussion with regards to the temporary nature of the fencing 
erected to protect new woodland.  JP asked for this point to be clarified as he felt 
that the fence should always be removed after a set period of time for access 
purposes.  NH had an issue with this as when livestock get into new woodland 
plantations they can destroy trees.  JP said this was not something he had 
considered and agreed with NH that in such circumstances the fence should remain. 
 
KB asked who the guidance was for.  Is it a guidance note for the YDAF to use when 
applications are presented to members or is it something members would like the 
YDNPA to adopt?  DG said it was initially a document for the YDAF to use but that, 
ultimately, it was hoped that the YDNPA would accept it as guidance. 
 
AL said that he was employed to write up woodland creations for applicants and that 
he had spoken to the Forestry Commission about woodland creation in common 
land.  The Forestry Commission provides a checklist for all applications and that the 
provision of public access is included in that checklist.  This includes the provision of 
access points as well as making sure that 20% of the area is kept tree free to create 
clearings.  He added that, at the end of the day, woodland is a business and that 
needed to be remembered. 
 
Both PC and JP said that they sit on the board of trustees of the Yorkshire Dales 
Millennium Trust (YDMT) where applications for small, grant funded woodlands are 
considered.  Again, this requires an application pack to be submitted with guidance 
from staff of the YDNPA.  AT questioned why members were considering a guidance 
document for woodland creation when most woodland creations have already gone 
through an application process. 
 
SS suggested that it would be useful to have a very broad set of principles which can 
be used when any consultations come round.  MS agreed with this and 
recommended DG takes all the comments from members on board and report to the 
next meeting of the YDAF.  All members agreed that this was a good idea. 
 

DG to rewrite the woodland guidance document, taking into account members 
comments, and bring to the next meeting of the YDAF. 
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10 Secretary’s report 
 
RB presented a report of items for Members’ consideration and information.  These 
were: 
 

• Authority Meeting Dates and Venues. 

• Meetings of the YDAF for 2013. 

• Appointment of YDAF members. 

• Meeting of the Yorkshire and Humber Regional LAF. 

• National LAF conference. 

• Huddle. 
o JR said he would like to become a member on Huddle.  RB said she 

would send him the relevant information. 

• Natural England – Dedication of National Nature Reserves. 
o Members expressed some concerns about the dedication of National 

Nature Reserves in the YDNP and asked that Natural England be 
invited to the next meeting of the YDAF to discuss the issue further. 
 

RB to invite someone from Natural England to the next meeting of 
the YDAF to discuss the dedication of National Nature Reserves. 

 

• Bridleway creation between Clapham and Austwick. 

• The Three Peaks route. 

• Yorkshire Dales National Park Management Plan. 

• Yorkshire Dales Local Plan. 
o Members agreed to respond to both the final consultation stage of the 

Management Plan and the initial consultation stage of the Local Plan 
consultations as the full YDAF, via email.  RB added that didn’t exclude 
members from responding as individuals as well.  AT asked if when the 
documents are finalised, members could have some more information 
on the two plans.  Members agreed this was a good suggestion. 
 

RB to invite someone from the YDNPA to the next meeting of the 
YDAF to present the Yorkshire Dales Management Plan and to invite 
someone to a future meeting to present the final version of the 
Yorkshire Dales Local Plan. 

 
11. Update on members activities 
 
PW – Said he was considering standing down from the position of Chair next year 
and asked that members consider if they would like to take on the role. 
 
AC – Attended a demonstration of the electric bikes in Grassington and thought they 
were wonderful. 
 
SS – Wharfedale fell rescue is mapping the area in terms of where routes are on the 
ground as apposed to where they are on the map. 
 
The meeting closed at 4.15pm 
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Item No. 8 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 26 February 2013 
 

Review of nominated LAF members on Advisory Groups linked to 
the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 

 
 
Purpose of the report 
 
The purpose of this report is to: 

(a) remind members of the advisory groups that the Yorkshire Dales Access 
Forum (YDAF) are asked to contribute towards, through a 
representative(s) of the YDAF attending meetings, and  

(b) seek representative(s) from the YDAF on these groups for the current 
year. 

 
 
Background  
 
There are several different types of meeting where the YDAF are asked to provide a 
representative.  These can be: 
 

• Meetings looking at a specific project or idea, 

• Meetings looking at specific recreation activities with user groups, 

• Meetings with other organisations eg the Highway Authorities. 
 
Other groups and meetings also require members from the Yorkshire Dales Access 
Forum.  A full list of YDAF representatives on each group can be seen in the 
Appendix 1. 
 
At the meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum on 22 May 20071 a paper was 
discussed on the formation of Advisory Groups.  The remit of these groups is to: 
 

• exchange information, and provide a formal mechanism for communication 
and raising issues of concern; 

• advise on the management of specific matters. 
 

There are currently seven Advisory Groups: 
 

• Access on Foot Advisory Group e.g. open access, footpaths. 

• Bridleway and Restricted Byway Advisory Group e.g. bridleways, restricted 
byways. 

• Air Sports Advisory Group e.g. paragliding, hang gliding. 

• Water Sports Advisory Group e.g. canoeing, sailing. 

                                            
1
 http://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/lookingafter/caringfor/managingaccess/ydaf/ydlaf-meetings/ydlaf-

archive/ydlaf-may2007 
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• Cave and Crag Access Advisory Group e.g. caving, climbing. 

• Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group e.g. recreational motor 
vehicular use of green lanes. 

• Access for All Advisory Group e.g. access for people with limited mobilities. 
 
 
Who should represent the YDAF? 
 
The Annual General meeting of the YDAF gives members of the forum the 
opportunity to revisit who sits on each group and decide whether representation 
should be changed in any way. This is to take into account new members of the 
Forum, together with any vacancies that may have occurred due to members 
resigning from the Forum.   
 
Ideally, where more than one member is required on a group, YDAF membership to 
the groups should be balanced.  That is to say, if there are three vacancies for 
members, one should be a user, one a landowner and another to represent those 
with other interests - as far as practical. This ideal situation may not always occur as 
members are volunteers and cannot always commit time in this way.  The reality is 
that the YDAF may wish to consider appointing a representative based on their 
ability and willingness to attend a meeting rather than the particular interest they 
represent.   
 
 
Vacancies during the year 
 
The list of groups and membership will be brought to the Forum once a year at the 
first meeting of the year.  If any vacancies arise during the year, these will be 
considered in the Chair/Secretary report as appropriate. 
 
 
Action for the Forum 
 
The Forum is asked to nominate and agree a representative(s) for membership of 
each of the groups listed in the Appendix. 
 
 
Rachel Briggs 
Access Development Officer 
February 2013 
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Appendix 
 

Forum Members Attendance at Other Groups and Meetings 
 

WHAT? WHEN? WHO CURRENTLY? REPRESENTING? 
Access on Foot 
Advisory Group 

Twice a year Neil Heseltine 
Heather Thomas-
Smith 
Alistair Thompson 

Landowners 
Other interests 
 
Other inteersts 

Access for All Advisory 
Group 

Twice a year Phil Woodyer 
Andrew Colley 
Pat Whelan 

Other Interests 
YDNPA Member 
Landowners 

Bridleways and 
Restricted Byways 
Advisory Group 

Twice a year 
(evenings) 

Alex Law 
Pat Whelan 
Ken Miller 
Heather Thomas-
Smith 

Landowners 
Landowners  
Users 
Other interests 

Air Sports Advisory 
Group 

When an 
issue arises 

Jon Beavan 
Sara Spillett 

Other Interests 
Other Interests 

Water Sports Advisory 
Group 

When an 
issues arises 

Phil Woodyer 
Andrew Colley 

Other Interests 
YDNPA Member 

Cave and Crag Access 
Advisory Group 

Once a year Jon Beavan  
Sara Spillett  

Other Interests 
Other Interests 

Yorkshire Dales Green 
Lanes Advisory Group 

Once a year Ken Miller 
Pat Whelan 
Jon Beavan 
David Gibson 

Users 
Landowner 
Other Interests 
Users 

Dales Tourism Steering 
Group (to bring a broad 
recreation perspective) 

 Phil Woodyer Other Interests 
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Item No. 9 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 26 February 2013 
 

Report Back from Yorkshire Dales Advisory Groups  
 
 
Advisory Group Meetings 
 
At the May 2007 meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum, a paper was 
presented on the establishment of advisory groups to look at individual recreational 
activities.  The remit of these groups is to: 
 

• exchange information, and provide a formal mechanism for communication 
and raising issues of concern amongst users, the YDAF, and other interests; 

• advise on the management of specific matters. 
 
The following arrangements have been made for the meetings of the groups: 
 
 
Access on Foot Advisory Group  
 
The next meeting of the Access on Foot Advisory Group is on 16 April 2013. 
 
 
Access for All Advisory Group  
 
The next meeting of the Access for All Advisory Group will be on 4 March 2013. 
 
 
Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group 
 
The next meeting of the Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group will be 
on 28 February 2013. 
 
 
Air Sports Advisory Group 
 
The next meeting of the Air Sports Advisory Group has yet to be confirmed. 
 
 
Water Sports Advisory Group 
 
The next meeting of the Water Sports Advisory Group has yet to be confirmed. 
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Cave and Crag Access Advisory Group 
 
The last meeting of the Cave and Crag Advisory Group was on 23 October 2012.  
The draft minutes of this meeting are in appendix 1.  The next meeting has yet to be 
confirmed. 
 
 
Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group 
 
The last meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group was on 22 
November 2012.  The draft notes of the meeting are in appendix 2. 
 
 
 
 
Rachel Briggs 
Access Development Officer 
February 2013
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Appendix 1 

 
Unapproved Minutes of Meeting of 

Caves and Crags Access Advisory Group  
Held on Friday 23 October 2012  

Colvend, Grassington 
 
 

Present: 
Jon Beavan (JB)   Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF) 
Sara Spillett (SS) - Chair  Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF) 
Dave Musgrove (DM)  British Mountaineering Council (BMC) 
Rob Dyer (RD)   British Mountaineering Council (BMC) 
Doug Simpson (DS)   Yorkshire Naturalists Union (YNU) 
Mark Allum (MA)   Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) 
Ian Court (IC)   Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) 
Phil Richards (PR)   Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) 
Rachel Briggs (RB)   Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) 
 
 
1. Welcome and apologies 
 
SS welcomed those attending to the meeting and asked everyone to introduce 
themselves. Apologies were received from Colin Newlands from Natural England. 
 
 
2. Minutes of the last meeting and matters arising 
 
The minutes of the last meeting were accepted as a true record. 
 
 
3. Langcliffe Quarry 
 
MA reminded members of the group that the consultation document for Langcliffe 
Quarry had been circulated earlier in the year as part of the three year review.  
Responses were received from DM on behalf of the BMC and DG on behalf of the 
YNU, both supporting the proposal.  MA reiterated that the main change proposed 
was that as ravens had not attempted to nest at the site since 2004, the seasonal 
raven restriction would be withdrawn and only applied again if they returned to nest.  
The seasonal restrictions for peregrines will continue to remain in place. 
  
DM said that climbers were happy with the result but that if ravens did return it would 
be unlikely that there would be any objections if another restriction was placed on the 
quarry.  IC said he would survey the site in January to determine whether ravens 
were present. 
 
Members of the group agreed with the proposals for the management of Langcliffe 
Quarry and in future, reviews of the restriction at Langcliffe will be discussed with 
group members through the same channels as with other restrictions. 
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4. Review of bird breeding 
 
IC circulated a paper on the monitoring of ravens and peregrines going back to 2002 
(Appendix 1). 
 
Peregrines 
IC said that numbers of peregrines have gone down for 2012 as some of the quarry 
sites in the National Park have not been surveyed this year due to staffing issues.  
He added that he would like to do more comprehensive surveys next year. 
 
JB asked how the fencing off of the middle ledge at Malham Cove had worked this 
year.  IC said that this had worked well as it keeps the general public off the ledge 
but allows climbers in the know to access the site for climbing.  IC asked RD and DM 
if they could get the word out that the same arrangement will carry on into next year. 
 

RD and DM to inform climbers about the arrangement on the middle ledge at 
Malham Cove. 

 
IC said he would keep a watching brief on peregrines at Langcliffe Quarry. 
 
Ravens 
IC said there were the same issues with monitoring of ravens at quarry sites as with 
peregrines and that would explain the decline in 2012.  However, the general trend 
for numbers of ravens in the area is very encouraging and that the number of 
successful sites is increasing. 
 
JB informed the group that the Ingleborough Estate have given one of the army 
colleges permission to use Trow Gill as a regular bivvy site and asked if this would 
have any affect on bird populations.  IC said that it should be ok if they are only using 
the site from April onwards. 
 
 
5. Climbing 
 
Blue Scar 
RD said that DM had spoken to the landowner at Blue Scar who had indicated that 
climbers could access the scar across his land and not use the current access 
arrangement.  However, the landowner has since gone back on this so the current 
access arrangement remains.  DM said this was a shame as parking and the need to 
obtain a prior agreement is an issue at this site and so puts people off. 
 
Foredale Quarry 
DM said that several climbers have been accessing Foredale Quarry from the top of 
the site.  On one occasion climbers were challenged by a local landowner who 
claimed that climbing had been banned at the site due to rare plants and birds 
present.  However, DM understands this is not the case.  The issue with the site is 
that no one knows who the landowner is to grant permission.   
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Giggleswick Quarry 
RD said that the BMC met with Hanson earlier in the year and that they want to sell 
the site.  They approached the BMC for them to make an offer but the site is too big 
for the amount of climbing available for them to warrant purchasing it.  The situation 
at the moment is that there is no climbing at the site. 
 
 
6. Caving 
 
JB suggested inviting Paul Hindle from Natural England to the meetings as he has 
been working on increasing cave access and conservation monitoring in the area.  
He is managing to bring into the area works such as the removal of rubbish from 
shake holes and putting in stiles for increased access. 
 

RB to invite Paul Hindle from Natural England to future meetings. 

 
IC suggested John Altringham who has been doing some bat research for Leeds 
University and David Hodgson from Settle who has been researching moth habitats 
in caves.  
 

RB to invite John Altringham and David Hodgson to a future meeting. 

 
 
7. Any other business 
 
MA said he had been asked by one of the Rangers if any climbers would like to 
volunteer to do some ragwort removal at Langcliffe Quarry.  RD and DM said they 
would be happy to get a team together if the YDNPA let them know when the best 
time is.  IC said he would contact the BMC directly about timings. 
 

IC to contact the BMC about volunteering to remove ragwort at Langcliffe 
Quarry. 

 
MA told members of the group that Natural England is currently consulting on the 
dedication of their National Nature Reserves (NNRs) as open access land.  In the 
Yorkshire Dales, this would be the Ingleborough reserve, Skoska Wood and Ling 
Gill.  He added that the only affect he thought it would have on this group would be 
the opening up of Ling Gill for gorge walking. 
 
RD informed members that Natural England have decided to put the ten year review 
of CRoW access land on hold sue to budget restraints. 
 
 
RB said she would circulate possible dates for a future meeting. 
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Appendix 1 
 
2012 Breeding Bird Data for Cave and Crag Advisory Group 
 
Peregrine 
There has been a slight decrease in monitoring effort in 2012 primarily at quarry 
sites, mainly as a result of a shortage of fieldworkers. 
 
The data as it stands at end of Oct are as follows: 
 

Year 
No Sites 
Checked 

No sites 
Occupied 

No. Young 
Fledged 

No. Sites 
Successful 

2002 14 8 9 4 

2003 13 7 6 4 

2004 13 6 15 5 

2005 22 13 11 6 

2006 30 13 14 7 

2007 27 12 18 8 

2008 30 12 19 8 

2009 28 10 18 7 

2010 31 12 14 7 

2011 27 10 14 6 

2012 22 8 10 4 

 
Blue Scar – four young fledged. 
Malham – two young fledged. 
Langcliffe - adult female disappeared between 23 March and at least 11 April, with 
an immature female present on the latter date.  Although some behaviour was 
indicative of possible breeding, any attempt was unsuccessful.   
No birds were seen at Yew Cougar Scar.   
 
Raven 
Unfortunately there has been a similar decrease in monitoring effort during the year.   
 
The data as it stands at end of Oct are as follows: 
 

Year 
No. sites 
checked 

No. sites 
Occupied  

No. young 
fledged 

No. Sites 
successful  

2002 5 4 11 4 

2003 7 6 19 6 

2004 9 7 17 5 

2005 8 6 14 4 

2006 14 7 17 5 

2007 17 7 16 4 

2008 21 9 23 7 

2009 20 9 20 6 

2010 25 10 21 7 

2011 24 11 29 8 

2012 21 9 31 9 

 
Blue Scar – four fledged 
High Stony Bank – four fledged 
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Trollers Gill - four fledged.   
None at Langcliffe, Trow Gill (where an unsigned restriction has been in place in 
previous years), Great Close Scar or Yew Cougar.   
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Appendix 2 
 

Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group Meeting 
22 November 2012 

The Victoria Centre, Settle 
 

Notes of Meeting 
 
Present: 
 
Chair: 
Peter Charlesworth, (Deputy Chairman of Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
covering for YDNPA’s Recreation Management Member Champion) 
 
Members present: 
Neil Hesletine (Farmer) 
Nathan Yeo (4x4 users) 
Stuart Monk (NYTMAG) 
Ken Miller (Horse rider & LAF) 
David Gibson (Walker & LAF) 
Mark Dale (4x4 users) 
 
Officers in attendance: 
Kathryn Beardmore (YDNPA) 
Mark Allum (YDNPA) 
David Gibson (CCC) 
 
Apologies: 
Jon Beavan (Businessman & LAF) 
Doug Huzzard (NYCC) 
Pat Whelan (Landowner & LAF) 
 
 
1. Welcome and introductions 
 
Peter Charlesworth introduced himself, and members were welcomed to the meeting 
and apologies noted. 
 
 
2. Notes of previous meeting and matters arising 
 
A minor amendment to the notes of the previous meeting was pointed out – David 
Gibson CCC should have been recorded as an officer.  
Action: MA to change. 
 
SM queried whether it was possible for the vehicle logger traces to reliably separate 
out quads from tractors.  Currently the traces from both types of vehicle would be 
recorded in the unspecified motor vehicle category. 
Action: MA to discuss with Duddon Electronics. 
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Marsett Bottoms. MA confirmed that the recommended actions from the previous 
meeting had been carried out, apart from the placing of a physical barrier to separate 
the SSSI meadow from the track. This is currently felt to be unnecessary, as vehicles 
were not leaving the track and straying into the SSSI. The broken gate at the bottom 
of the route has also been replaced. 
 
Fremington to Hurst.  The planned repair works have taken place funded by the 
National Park Authority and TRF. Good value for money had been obtained, as the 
angle of slope meant it was a difficult route to maintain.  MA informed the group that 
there were on-going issues with some motor vehicles leaving the track to ‘play’ in the 
surrounding area. 
 
 
3. Long Lane (Helwith Bridge) – update on management 
 
The update report, giving details of the results from the second vehicle logger, was 
circulated before the meeting.  (The additional vehicle logger on the upper section 
had been installed on a temporary basis). A summary of the main points discussed 
by the group were: 
 

• The original route assessment report went to the Green Lanes Advisory Group 
meeting of 6 September 2007, and the advice of the group at that time was to 
continue to monitor the route; 

• At the request of the YDGLAG, at its last meeting in November 2011, a second 
logger had been placed on the upper end of Long Lane (Helwith Bridge) route to 
allow a more accurate separation of agricultural and recreational motor vehicles; 

• Data from the vehicle logger at the bottom shows an average of 174 motor 
vehicles per month, which consists of 88 4x4 type vehicles, 30 motorcycles, and 
55 unspecified motor vehicles.  

• Data from the upper logger shows the average number of motor vehicles is 54 
per month, which consists of 11 4x4 type vehicles, 21 motorcycles, and 22 
unspecified motor vehicles. 

• Analysis of the data confirmed that agricultural use is the majority vehicular use, 
at approximately 75% for the bottom section of the route. 

• In the upper section only around 17% of the vehicles are agricultural, but it was 
noted that there was much lower number of vehicles overall. 

 
Recommendation 
The advice of the group, which was a consensus, was: 

• To continue to monitor the route 

• To look at some maintenance on the muddy section around 660m up the route. 
 
Action: Remove logger and discuss maintenance with Area Ranger 
 
 
4. Revision of the green lanes management framework 
 
Suggested revisions to the framework document, The Management of Green Lanes 
(unsealed routes) in the Yorkshire Dales (November 2007), had been circulated to 
the meeting. 
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The suggested revisions were discussed, and the general views was that this 
document has stood the test of time.  The majority of the revisions were to bring the 
document up-to-date with what has happened with regard to managing green lanes 
routes over the last five years, and to take account of relevant court cases and 
clarification regarding the NERC Act. 
 
The group made a number of helpful comments and suggestions to improve the 
accuracy, and terms used  eg using the term BOAT rather than byway to distinguish 
between a BOAT (Byway Open to All Traffic) and a restricted byway throughout the 
document. 
 
Action: MA to update the framework in light of all the comments received prior 
to the documents going before Authority members in December. 
 
 
5.   NYCC policy on unsurfaced unclassified roads – report on consultation 
 
NYCC had recently published a report on the outcome of their consultation on their 
suggested policy for the management of unsealed, unsurfaced roads.  for a NYCC 
committee in November and has also been to the North Yorkshire LAF. 
 
The report was discussed; it raised a number of questions for members of the group.  
The group were concerned that any management of routes was based on clear 
evidence, and understanding of levels of use.  To this end vehicle logger data from 
individual routes was seen as invaluable.  The group was also concerned that users 
and other interested parties should be consulted ahead of any management 
proposals being agreed. 
 
The group was also unclear about the pilot areas suggested in the report. KB noted 
that whilst the North York Moors NPA did have concerns about one of two routes 
which had been damaged by vehicles, they were not looking to put any blanket 
restrictions in place.  
 
KB added that she did not think the report had any direct implications for the 
Yorkshire Dales National Park, but it was hoped that increase resources for the 
management of UURs.  
 
Action: MA to clarify a number of matters with DH 

• Had the blanket approach to management based on sustainability been 
dropped and it would now be a case of individual route management? 

• What is going to happen in practice? Are there any implications for the 
Yorkshire Dales area? 

• What is the timetable for the pilot in Area 3? 
 
 
 
6.  Any other business 
 
Turbary Lane.  NY raised Turbary Lane and the placing of boulders by the 
landowner to restrict the opening of one gate above Yordas cave. This has been the 
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situation for a number of years, although it was believed that they had been removed 
previously by NYCC a long time ago. It was noted that there is uncertainty about 
where the line of the route actually goes at the Yoredas cave end - it could be a cul 
de sac route ending at turbary cuttings.  It was confirmed that obstruction of a UUR 
was a matter for NYCC. KB also raised concerns that this was a ‘sensitive’ route, the 
route was over peat. 
 
Action: MA to circulate the route assessment report which provides 
information on the possible line of Turbary Lane. 
 
 
Lickber Lane. KM brought the case of Lickber Lane to the attention of the group.  
This is a sunken UUR in Coverdale which had a considerable amount of material 
dumped on it over a year ago. Since then retrospective planning permission has 
been sought, but the application has yet to be determined.  A decision on taking 
enforcement action to remove the infill was deferred at a recent planning committee 
to allow discussions with NYCC. KM was concerned that this matter was going to 
continue indefinitely.  Peter Charlesworth stated that this was not the intention of the 
Planning Committee. 
 
Action: PC to follow up if matter not on the December agenda for Planning 
Committee. 
 
 
Red Way. SM raised the Red Way. SM had contacted the three local TRF groups – 
North Yorkshire & Teesside, West Yorkshire and Cumbria – to inform them that this 
is effectively a dead-end route. This will be publicised through the various websites 
and forums, and will be reinforced by information on the ground. 
 
Action: MA to look at the signage at the Caldbergh end to make the position 
more obvious. Signage could include TRF logo. 
 
 
Enforcement and education work with the police. MA informed the group of the 
results of this winter’s first two days of action with the police. YDNPA had had quick 
and comprehensive feedback from the police, and for the first time the Pateley 
Bridge police had been involved which was very positive. 
 
Action: MA to look at producing a joint press release with the police to 
publicise these days. 
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Item No. 12 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 26 February 2013 
 

Open access information review - update and  
Review of open access information boards 

 
 
The purpose of this report is to: 
 

• Provide the YDAF with an update of actions from the 2011 open access 
information review. 

• Inform the YDAF about the outcome of the review of the open access 
information boards. 

• Endorse the recommendations within the report. 
 
 
Background   
 
In May 2005 opportunities to explore open access land across the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park (YDNP) increased from 4% to 62%, creating an extra 102,000 
hectares of countryside available for open air recreation on foot (CRoW Act 2000). 
 
As part of its role as Access and Relevant Authority, the YDNPA implemented the 
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 in May 2005, guided by an Open Access 
Communications Strategy.  The strategy outlined ways of implementing and 
conveying messages to allow a better understanding of open access for the public.  
The strategy resulted in information being provided to existing and potential users 
through the website, access information points, publications and National Park 
Centres.   Signage on the ground to help manage open access also continues to be 
provided where necessary. 
 
 
Review of Open Access Information 
 
In 2011, the Authority reviewed the existing information, in light of the usage of open 
access land during the last five years.  This was identified as a specific action in the 
Open Access management plan 2008/13.  The Open Access Information and 
Publications Review report was presented to Access Committee in February 2011. 
 
Appendix 1 shows the original review of the existing open access information and 
recommendations, together with an update of actions taken/progress made with 
recommendations since 2011.   
 
The original recommendations were based on: 
 

• The original purpose of the information; 

• If the information is still relevant to corporate objectives; 

• Cost implications; 
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• The findings of the Open Access surveys; 

• Improving the understanding and enjoyment of open access land to the 
public. 

 
The major actions so far undertaken are: 

• Publication of a new version of the ‘Big 5’ ground nesting birds leaflet; 

• A new version of the open access land disc to clarify its meaning; 

• Improvement of the restriction and exclusion information on the Authority website. 
 
Two further actions are in progress: 

• Publication of a revised general leaflet on open access land. 

• Further improving the information available on the Authority website; 
 
These actions are all relatively low cost and have not absorbed large amounts of 
officer time.  This is important, as open access is a low priority programme for the 
Authority and one where ‘progress will be limited or where we will only do the 
minimum necessary to meet the statutory duty’.   
 
The low priority afforded to open access becomes more important as we review the 
actions which have a higher cost implication – as is the case with the information 
boards. 
 
 
Review of Open Access Information Boards 
 
The original purpose of the information boards was to provide information about 
access land, allowing users to experience using open access land responsibly. 
 
Existing information on the boards includes a welcome message, a map showing the 
area of open access land, new rights and responsibilities, reference to the 
Countryside Code, the open access symbol, local authority contact details and 
information on restrictions and exclusions.  The image below shows an information 
board. 
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The image below shows an information panel in situ at Kettlewell car park. 
 

 
 
Since the installation of the boards, the information has changed, either externally 
through Natural England or internally through YDNPA.  The main changes are: 
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• Text relating to the ‘new’ rights, as open access is no longer perceived as 
new. 

• Style of the board is not in keeping with the YDNPA current visual identity. 

• Countryside Code wording has altered slightly. 
 
Results from the Open Access Perception Survey 2010 found very little evidence 
that people were using the boards, either to find out about restrictions and 
exclusions, or to obtain details of where open access land was located. 
 
During 2012, Dales Volunteers carried out a park-wide Interpretation Panel Condition 
Survey.  Volunteers visited all sites through the YDNP to assess each panel.  Panels 
were surveyed for condition on a scale of 1-5, with 1 ‘as new’ and 5 being ‘missing’.  
Data gathered relating to the open access information boards was extracted from the 
full survey results.   
 
Additional comments collected in the survey were made about the condition of the 
wooden frames together with the panels.  For example, ‘one side of frame is coming 
loose from wall’, ‘ sections of wood rotten so not supporting panel fully from 
underside’, ‘ panel has been vandalised’.   
 
The images below show two of the existing damaged boards at Garsdale Station and 
Ingleton. 
 
Garsdale Station.  Top of frame rotten and unsafe.  Bottom of frame has dropped off. 
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Ingleton. Panel has been set alight and bottom of frame dislodged. 
 

 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
The YDNPA are committed to providing quality information regarding open access, 
so would prefer to remove boards which are in a poor or damaged state.  It is felt 
that having damaged boards in place reflects badly on the YDNPA and does not give 
out a positive message. 
 
The proposal to remove some of the boards is based upon their condition, 
positioning, and proximity to open access land.  In addition, their usefulness at the 
locations for visitors was also considered.  The recommendation is to: 
 

o Remove boards from the following locations:  
o Ingleton.  Damaged board and not close to open access land. 
o Hawes. Leave small display panel for DCM events.  Not close to open 

access land. 
o Castle Bolton.  Transfer to Castle Bolton Estate 
o Kettlewell.  Leave main board in situ but remove small display, repair 

and relocate inside Bus Shelter. 
 

o Reposition/repair boards at the following locations: 
o Dent Station (move to a more visible location on fence) 
o Clapham (move to a more visible location) and repair frame 
o Garsdale Station (as Dent station) and repair frame. 
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o Leave boards in the following locations: 

o Sedbergh 
o Malham 
o Dent village 
o Reeth 
o Horton 
o Grimwith. 
 

 
For the boards which will remain in place/be repaired, the plan is to utilise the small 
adjoining cabinet to display a suite of posters, either seasonal messages such as 
lambing time, suckler cows, dogs on leads, or general messages such as litter and 
breeding birs.   

 
Research is in progress on options to update the remaining information panels with 
the current YDNPA visual identity, the new Countryside Code and text relating to 
open access rights.  A favourable option is vinyl overlays which can be applied to 
existing panels.  These are already being used on Grassington Car Park panels and 
are significantly cheaper than having new panels produced.  It is hoped a sample 
overlay will be looked into and costed, for future consideration. 
 
 
Cost Implications of Recommendations 
 

• Moderate staff time to remove/reposition boards. 

• Moderate staff time to repair Clapham and Garsdale boards. 

• Minimal materials cost – no new timber frames will be needed for Clapham or 
Garsdale boards.  There are 2 wooden frames in storage which will be used. 

• Vinyl overlay option for remaining boards, could be in the region of £200-£300 
each. 
 

 
Action for the Forum 
 
The YDAF are asked to endorse the recommendations above. 
 
 
 
Cathy Bradley 
Access Technician 
February 2013 
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Appendix 1 
Existing Information and original 
purpose 

Review: Relevance of Information Recommendation 
2012 
PROGRESS/UPDATE 

 
1.  ACCESS INFORMATION POINT at 8 key 
sites in the National Park:  
1. Horton NP car park 
2. Reeth NP car park 
3. Castle Bolton NP car park 
4. Kettlewell NP car park 
5. Grimwith Reservoir 
6. Malham NP car park 
7. Dent car park 
8. Ribblehead Station 
 
Size of panel: 5ft 8” x 2ft 3” 
 
Initial Cost: approx £2000.00 per board 
 
Includes welcome message, map of area of 
Access land, new Open Access rights and 
responsibilities, reference to the countryside 
code, the Open Access symbol, local 
authority contact details and information on 
Open Access restrictions and exclusions. 
Boards also include important information 
about disused mines and potholes which are 
potential hazards to public using access land. 

 
� 76% of respondent’s to the Open 

Access Perception Survey 2010 
said they had not seen any signs 
for Open Access. Of those 
respondents that had seen signs 
or information, 55% said they 
were about Open Access in 
general. 

� The information on the boards is 
out of date to some extent, 
having been written five years 
ago. Open Access is no longer 
perceived as ‘new’. 

� The large amount of text on the 
boards may be discouraging 
people from engaging with 
important messages.  

� Style of board is no longer in 
keeping with our current visual 
identity.  

� The Open Access perception 
survey shows that 32% of visitors 
look for on-site notices for 
information.  

� Are the boards still in relevant 
locations? 

 

 
Options: 

1. Panels remain unchanged 
2. Panels removed 
3. Information updated  

 
Recommendation: option 3 would be 
the ideal, but this would depend on 
available funding and resources.  
 

� To continue to ‘promote 
opportunities for the 
understanding and enjoyment 
of the special qualities’, the 
ideal would be to leave the 
boards and make relevant 
changes and updates to the 
information and corporate 
visual identity - this may 
encourage better use of, and 
be a more efficient promotion 
of, Open Access.  

� This decision would be 
dependent on resources. It is 
suggested that the current 
boards are left in place, as 
these still provide some vital 
information. It may be more 
feasible to replace individual 
boards over a long-term basis, 
as and when, funding is 
available or as opportunities 
arise. 

� Utilise the existing cabinet to 

See report. 
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Existing Information and original 
purpose 

Review: Relevance of Information Recommendation 
2012 
PROGRESS/UPDATE 

display changeable, relevant 
notices (such as lambing time 
notices or the promotion of 
local walk routes). 

 
Approx cost:  
Capital costs of approx £5,000, plus 
moderate staff time. Due to the initial 
cost of these boards, keeping the 
existing frames and replacing the 
polycarbonate information panel only 
would keep costs to a minimum. Sites 
should be re-assessed, prioritised and 
replaced on an incremental basis. 
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Existing Information and original 
purpose 

Review: Relevance of Information Recommendation 
2012 
PROGRESS/UPDATE 

 
2.  OPEN ACCESS RESTRICTION AND 
EXCLUSION NOTICES (Appendix 4) 
 
Map and table (A3) displayed at each 
Access Information point and on the 
YDNPA website 
 
The restriction notices have been produced 
in-house and displayed on-site during the last 
five years to inform the public of any current 
temporary and long-term restrictions and 
exclusions in the National Park. There are 
eight different maps – one for each area of 
the Park. 
 
Natural England has a statutory duty to 
provide all restrictions information on their 
website. We do not have this responsibility 
but we choose to provide it as a way of 
encouraging visitors to be responsible when 
visiting the National Park, and to plan their 
route. 

 
� To reprint and laminate each map 

on a regular basis through the 
breeding and shooting season is 
unproductive in terms of time 
needed for production and 
distribution. 

� The maps are visually complex 
and difficult to interpret. 

� They were initially displayed to 
address concerns by land 
owners, managers and managing 
bodies, of inappropriate 
behaviour on Open Access Land. 

� 96% of respondents to the Open 
Access perception survey said 
they did not consult the 
restrictions website or boards 
before planning trips. 

� When asked where visitors would 
look to find out about information 
on local restrictions, the Open 
Access Perception Survey 2010 
found that the most popular 
sources were National Park 
Centres and the National Park 
Authority website. 

� The decision was made to 
remove these maps and tables 
from all Access Information 
points during September 2010, 
and to display only on the 
YDNPA website. So far there 
have been no reported comments 
or even public acknowledgement 
of their absence. 

 

 
Options: 

1. Leave as currently displayed 
2. Remove provision of 

restrictions information entirely 
3. Review the format and 

provision of maps and tables 
for the website and NPC Staff 

 
Recommendation: Option 3 
 

� To continue providing this 
information, via our website 
and NPC’s only, to the public. 

� Improve the format of the 
maps and tables to be more 
user friendly, and for more 
efficient use of time and 
resources in-house. 

 
Approx cost: Revenue saving on staff 
resources required for production and 
distribution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Fully interactive 
mapping facility up 
and running on our 
website. 

• Open Access stiles 
and gates 
information is also 
included on new 
interactive map. 

• Progressing 
automated 
download facility, 
which will 
eventually send 
new open access 
restrictions 
automatically to our 
website interactive 
map. 
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Existing Information and original 
purpose 

Review: Relevance of Information Recommendation 
2012 
PROGRESS/UPDATE 

3.  YDNPA OPEN ACCESS WEBSITE 
PAGES 
 
http://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/index/ou
tandabout/rightsofwayandopenaccess/ope
naccessland.htm 
 
Pages set up in May 2005 to cover all Open 
Access related issues and topics, including 
promotion of Open Access to the public, help 
and advice for land owners/managers, up to 
date information on Open Access restrictions 
and exclusions and links to other relevant 
websites 
 

 
� More visitors are choosing the 

website as their initial search for 
information. 

� Since the launch of the new 
website the layout has improved, 
with all Open Access information 
grouped together. 

� The majority of information 
however is now out of date - it 
has been five years since the 
website pages were created and 
they have had minimal content 
updates since this time. 

 
 Options: 

1. Leave website pages and 
content as they are 

2. Update website pages and 
content 

 
Recommendation: Option 2 
 
The content of the website pages 
needs editing to bring them up to date. 
 

� Update our key messages on 
the website – feedback from 
the Open Access Perception 
surveys to aid promotion of 
key messages. 

� Provide a suite of self-guided, 
downloadable, route guides on 
Open Access land, to suit all 
abilities, in each area of the 
National Park. These are 
already under production in-
house and aim to promote 
Open Access to a wider range 
of visitors. 

� A possibility to involve other IT 
applications (which change 
constantly, such as twitter and 
facebook) in addition to other 
promotional IT techniques, 
such as on-line competitions, 
audio trails, downloads, etc. 

 
Approx Cost: Minor staff revenue 
implications, but not seen as 
significant  
 

• Progressing the 
self-guided 
downloadable  
walks  

• Progressing the 
website update. 
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Existing Information and original 
purpose 

Review: Relevance of Information Recommendation 
2012 
PROGRESS/UPDATE 

 
4.  THE BIG FIVE ground nesting birds 
leaflet (Appendix 5)  
 
Size: A4 folded into 1/3 
Available at National Park Centres 
 
Educational leaflet produced in 2005 to raise 
public awareness of protecting ground nesting 
birds in the national park– dog owner’s as a 
particular audience. 

 
� The content of the leaflet is still 

relevant but the corporate style 
for our publications is now out of 
date.  

� Only a few leaflets remain at 
various National Park Centres. 

� Information Advisors have 
expressed the usefulness of this 
leaflet to help promote the 
importance of dog control, and for 
visitor bird identification. It is 
believed a re-print of this leaflet 
would be a benefit. 

 
Options: 

1. Leave leaflet to expire with no 
reproduction 

2. Re-print existing leaflet 
3. Re-design leaflet for website 

only 
4. Re-design and Re-print leaflet 

 
Recommendation: Options 4 (subject 
to funding) 
 

� Keep the leaflet content the 
same but re-design and re-
print the leaflet in our 
corporate style, to continue to 
promote important National 
Park messages. 

 
Approx cost: Capital cost of £800 
plus minor staff revenue implications 
 

 

• Re-printed in YDNPA 
corporate style, 
February 2011. 
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Existing Information and original 
purpose 

Review: Relevance of Information Recommendation 
2012 
PROGRESS/UPDATE 

 
5.  OPEN ACCESS IN THE YORKSHIRE 
DALES NATIONAL PARK leaflet (Appendix 
6)  
 
Size: A3 folded x 2 (A5) 
Available at National Park Centres 
 
Promotional leaflet produced in 2005 to raise 
awareness that more countryside is open to 
enjoy, but brings certain responsibilities to the 
user.  

 
� Leaflet character and content is 

largely out of date – Open 
Access is no longer ‘new’. 

� Too much text and not enough 
relevant information – key 
messages lost in the text. 

� Unclear map using too much 
space for the amount of 
information it provides.  

� Not visual enough to engage 
audience. 

� No longer in-keeping with 
corporate design style. 

� Visitors like having, and benefit 
from, information ‘in the hand’.  

� There is much room for 
improvement on the current 
leaflet, although it is important 
that vital messages, for example 
those relating to mineshafts and 
potholes, need to be retained. 

 
   

 
 
 

 
Options: 

1. Leave leaflet to expire with no 
reproduction 

2. Re-print existing leaflet 
3. Re-design leaflet for website 

only 
4. Re-design and Re-print leaflet 

 
Recommendation: Option 4 (funding 
available 2010/11 only) 
 

� It is felt that some form of 
leaflet/booklet is required to 
allow room for key messages 
and information to be broken 
down into a more visual and 
digestible format. 

� Inclusion of an Open Access 
self-guided walk as a ‘taster’ 
of those to go on the website. 

� Leaflet/booklet will also be 
available to download from 
website. 

 
Approx cost:  
Booklet production cost = A5 size with 
24 pages, 5000 print @ £2,500. A 
leaflet/booklet half this size would be 
more appropriate for Open Access at 
a capital cost of approx £1,250. Staff 
revenue cost implications for research 
and production. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Nearing completion. 
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Existing Information and original 
purpose 

Review: Relevance of Information Recommendation 
2012 
PROGRESS/UPDATE 

 
6.  ON-SITE OPEN ACCESS SIGNAGE 
(Appendix 7) 
 
A suite of signs produced in 2005 for new 
open access rights, for the public, land 
owners and managers, to illustrate non-
obtrusive but clear identification of open 
access areas in the National Park. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
� The majority of the on-site Open 

Access signage in the National 
Park meets its requirements and 
is relevant for current 
management purposes on the 
ground.  

� There are large quantities of 
these original signs still in 
storage. 

� All respondents to the Open 
Access Perception Survey 2010 
were shown the Open Access 
symbol (below (a)) and asked 
what they thought it meant. Just 
over half of respondents (52%) 
said they did not know. 

� The national ‘No Open Access’ 
sign (below (b)) has been 
reported to have caused 
confusion where it is placed on 
the main routes out of Open 
Access land, onto a right of way. 

� There has also been confusions 
over the ‘No Dogs on Open 
Access’ sign (below (c)), similarly 
because they are placed on the 
main rights of way routes onto 
Open Access land.   

 
(a)                                   
(b)                         

 
Options: 

1. Continue to use current 
signage 

2. Re-design and re-print 
 
Recommendation: Option 1 and 2 
(subject to funding) 
 

� There is little reason to justify 
changing all of the on-site 
signage due to the large 
amounts still in store, and 
because the majority of these 
signs still serve their purpose. 

� As there is an apparent need 
to raise awareness of the 
Open Access symbol, it is 
proposed that ‘Open Access’ 
text is included on the sign for 
clarification (see example 
below). 

� Reviewing the positioning or 
design of those signs which 
are continuing to cause 
confusion (‘No Dogs’ and ‘No 
Open Access’). 

 
Cost: Minor capital cost of reprinting 
the Open Access sign with included 
text, and possible other minimal re-
prints (subject to funding). Minor staff 
revenue cost. 
 
 

 

• New version 
completed in 2012. 

• New supply circulated 
to Rangers for 
replacing old version 
when out on site. 
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Existing Information and original 
purpose 

Review: Relevance of Information Recommendation 
2012 
PROGRESS/UPDATE 

      
(c) 

           
 

 
 

 
7.  OPEN ACCESS INFRASTRUCTURE 
SURVEY 
 
During 2008/09 all Open Access land in the 
National Park was surveyed and all 
infrastructures recorded. This information is 
provided in map format on our website, with a 
location search facility: 
 
http://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/index/outand
about/rightsofwayandopenaccess/openaccess
land/openaccess-gettingto.htm 
 

 
� This is a relatively new 

informative tool and addition to 
the website 

� The information it provides is up 
to date but is still undergoing 
work to provide a more user-
friendly mapping system 

 

 
Options: None 
 

� Improvements to project still 
on-going, including a more 
user-friendly mapping system. 

 
Cost: On current IT programmes to 
update mapping sources within the 
Authority. Staff revenue costs minimal. 
 

 
 

 

• Merged with Point 
1 above. 
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Item No. 13 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 26 February 2013 
 

Strategic Framework for Management and Improvement of 
Countryside Access and Recreation in Cumbria and the Lake 

District 
 
Purpose of this report  
 
The purpose of this report is to bring to YDAF members attention the draft document 
‘Strategic Framework for Management and Improvement of Countryside Access and 
Recreation in Cumbria and the Lake District’ and to ask for comments. 
 
 
Background 
 

Under the provisions of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, the first Rights 
of Way Improvement Plan (ROWIP) for Cumbria was produced in 2007.  The 
Cumbria ROWIP had a supporting strategy called the ‘Cumbria Countryside Access 
Strategy’ (CCAS) which set future development of all facets of countryside access 
across Cumbria .  A download of this strategy is available on the Cumbria County 
Council’s website at http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/roads-transport/public-transport-
road-safety/countryside-access/rowip/cumbria_countryside_access_strategy.asp 
 
The new strategy intends to revise, update and most importantly combine the 
ROWIP and the CCAS and will cover the period 2013 to 2018 (Appendix 1).  The 
Strategy has taken the 24 key actions from the original CCAS and the seven areas 
for improvement in the ROWIP and distilled these into five priority areas for action. 
 
The Strategy is in two parts.  Part One is the strategic overview of access and 
recreation across the county and includes the vision, the goal and the five priority 
areas.  Part Two will be a strategic action plan that will describe the detail of what we 
want to achieve year on year.  This is still to be finalised but an example of how Part 
Two might look is attached to the Strategy. 
 
 
Action for the Forum 
 
The views of the Forum are sought on the Strategy. 
 
 
Rachel Briggs 
Access Development Officer 
February 2013 
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Appendix 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGEMENT AND 
IMPROVEMENT OF COUNTRYSIDE ACCESS AND 
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• Introduction 
 

Cumbria has a spectacular natural environment, including: the Lake District National 
Park, the North Pennines and Solway Coast Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
and part of the Yorkshire Dales National Park. Cumbria contains England’s longest 
Lake, England’s highest mountains, 25 National Nature reserves and almost 300 
sites of Special Scientific Interest.  
 
Cumbria has 4,660 miles (7,441 km) of public paths, which is one of the longest 
public rights of way networks in England and Wales, made up of footpaths, 
bridleways, and byways. In addition there is also 242 miles (390km) of unsurfaced 
minor roads, which provide valuable links for walkers, cyclists and horse riders. 
 
In 2005, the Countryside and Rights Act (CROW Act) defined 825 square miles 
(2,137 square km) of Cumbria’s countryside as open access land. This allows people 
to walk, picnic, bird-watch, run and climb where they want. 
 
Cumbria and the Lake District has the greatest concentration of inland waters and 
the greatest length of rivers in England. Water related access and recreation is a key 
part of the activities the Lake District in particular offers – with the four navigable 
lakes which give people a right to sail, canoe and kayak, plus the multitude of other 
lakes, tarns and rivers where fishing, swimming, canoeing and diving also take 
place.  
 
This access asset is arguably unsurpassed in England and provides fantastic 
opportunities for the public to take part in a wide variety of outdoor recreation on both 
land and water. This rich combination attracts some 15.4 million visitors per year, a 
tourism industry worth £1.14 billion per year (representing 17% of the region’s 
economy), and some 21,000 full-time equivalent jobs. 42% of visitors to Cumbria 
engage in outdoor activities, and for the period 2000-2008, contributed to one of the 
highest economic growth areas in Cumbria – 51% (or 6% per year) for the outdoor 
activity tourism sub-sector.  
 
However the evolution and function of what is an ancient rights of way network can 
be very different from the vast array of modern recreational needs and preferences. 
For some users, the path network is fragmented and poorly connected - some public 
footpaths would make very good routes for both horse-riders and mountain bikers 
while some bridleways, either through neglect or in the rugged mountainous areas, 
are not currently fit for those users. Access to the river network for canoeists also 
remains patchy and is an area of concern for users and landowners alike.  
 
• Awareness – where are we now 
 
We are in a period of continual change in local government, public and private 
financing, and countryside use, provision, legislation and management. This makes it 
challenging to produce a strategy that is robust, achievable and flexible enough to 
respond to change. Equally it provides us with the opportunity to do things differently, 
to be innovative and imaginative in fund raising and to ensure that countryside 
access is integrated with other strategic priorities across the County. 
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Much has happened since the Cumbria Countryside Access Strategy (CCAS) was 
published in 2005 to both directly and indirectly affect access and recreation 
provision across Cumbria. This includes: 
 
• Open access is now established 

• Coastal access creation is underway in Cumbria as one of five counties in England 
where the route mapping process has begun 

• The Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 has defined and reduced 
the network of routes available for recreational green road driving 

• The Lake District National Park’s framework and action plan for access to lakes, 
rivers and coast has been produced 

• Changes to the delivery of agri-environment stewardship schemes has meant the 
loss of access provision payments 

• Increasing number of organised recreational events  

• Cumbria Tourism’s Adventure Capital campaign 

• Climate change, the Low Carbon Lake District agenda 

• The Go Lakes Travel Programme providing sustainable visitor transport and travel 
choices 

• Nature Improvement Areas, Local Nature Partnerships and the concept of access 
and tourism providing an ‘ecosystem service’ or a ‘public good’ 

• Changes to the Local Transport Planning process 

• The comprehensive spending review and its impact on external funding 
opportunities, and reduced or limited resources for all three partner organisations 

 
The opportunities and challenges described above have been taken into 
consideration in the development of this strategy.  
 
• Cumbria and Lake District Countryside Access & Recreation Strategy 2013 – 

2018 
 
In 2005 the Cumbria Countryside Access Strategy (CCAS) outlined a county-wide 
consistent approach to access and recreation management for the first time. The 
CROW Act introduced the requirement for Rights of Way Improvement Plans 
(ROWIP) and one was produced for Cumbria in 2007 after an extensive public 
consultation. It put forward specific proposals for improvement to both physical 
infrastructure and information about access. And there was a commitment to carry 
out a review after five years which meets the CROW Act requirement that ROWIPs 
should be reviewed within ten years. To this end the Lake District National Park 
Partnership Plan 2010-2015 contains the following action: 
 
Create a strategic framework for access and recreation improvements by: 
a) Reviewing the CCAS and ROWIP to identify priority delivery projects 
b) Creating an access and recreation strategy and action plan for Cumbria and the 

Lake District 
 
The existing CCAS and ROWIP were reviewed by staff and members of Cumbria 
County Council, the Lake District National Park Authority and the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park Authority, as well as members from each Authority’s Local Access 
Forum. The key tasks in the review process are detailed below: 
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 Key stage tasks Detailed activities Lead  Partners By 

1  Audit - carry out 
internal review and 
identify areas to 
update in terms of 
policy changes and 
work undertaken 
since 2005 

• Agree audit template for review of CCAS 
and ROWIP 

• Each of the three Access Authorities to 
carry out the audit  exercise and complete 
the template 

• meet to review the findings and identify 
common themes and issues to feed into 
the revision of the CCAS 

CCC  LDNPA 
YDNPA 

July 2012 

2 Revision - draw up 
a series of 
recommended 
revisions to the 
Strategy to reflect 
these changes   

• Identify revisions and changes needed 
within the CCAS 

• Develop a new structure and format for the 
new Strategy 

• Meet to review and agree the above, and 
prepare material for the consultation 
activities  

CCC LDNPA 
YDNPA 

August 
2012 

3  Consultation - 
consult with the 
three Local Access 
Forums on the 
review 

• Hold a joint workshop/ consultation 
exercise with Local Access Forums  

• Plan and identify tasks needed to conduct 
the workshop or equivalent, and agree who 
to undertake tasks 

• Organise, manage and carry out the 
workshop or equivalent, and record 
findings 

• Meet to review findings of workshop and 
implications for the revised Strategy 

CCC LDNPA 
YDNPA 
LAFs  

November 
2012 

4 Redrafting  • Collate comments, draft a final revised 
Strategy  

CCC LDNPA 
YDNPA  
LAFs  

January 
2013 

5 Endorsement  • Revised draft Strategy endorsed by the 
CCAP, the Lake District National Park 
Partnership and CCC and YDNPA 
Committees 

CCC LDNPA/ 
YDNPA 

March/ 
April 
2013 

 
 
This new Strategy intends to - revise, update and most importantly combine the 
CCAS and the ROWIP, and introduces the vision and certain aims for water-related 
access and recreation as described in the access to Lakes, Rivers and Coast 
Strategy of 2009. 
 
It outlines our vision for access in Cumbria and our priorities for effective 
management of access and recreation across the county. We have taken the 24 key 
actions from the original CCAS and the seven areas for improvement in the ROWIP 
and distilled these into five priority areas for action. 
 
This Strategy is in two parts. Part One is the strategic overview of access and 
recreation and includes - the Vision, the goal and the five priority areas. The Strategy 
does not set out any of the three partner Authorities policies, but aims to show how 
the strategy fits in and links with other policy and strategy documents within 
Cumbria. Part Two will be an strategic action plan that will describe the detail of what 
we want to achieve year on year. And prescribes how we will know if we are 
succeeding. 
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• Goal - where we want to be 

 
Our goal for access and recreation in Cumbria is that: 
 
“Cumbria and the Lake District should be a place where visitors and local 
people can explore, enjoy and develop an understanding of the diverse 
countryside, both on land and water. And are enabled to do so in a variety of 
sustainable ways.” 
 
In order to achieve this goal - Cumbria County Council, the Lake District National 
Park Authority and the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority are committed to 
working together to maintain and improve public access and recreation to the 
countryside of Cumbria and the Lake District. This can be summarised as four 
strategic aims; describing what we will do:  
 
a) Provide high quality, well maintained access to the countryside including - the public 

rights of way network, open access land, access to water and other means which 
meets the needs of its users. 

 
b) Develop an integrated network of access, recreation and transport facilities on both 

land and water that will contribute to - improved quality of life and health and carbon 
emission reduction, by encouraging people to walk, cycle and take public transport. 

 
c) Ensure access and recreation contributes to a thriving economy whilst protecting 

and, where possible enhancing, the sustainability of the County’s natural and cultural 
resources. 

 
d) Work with partners, visitors, businesses, residents and farmers and landowners to 

encourage responsible use of the countryside and to minimise conflict through 
appropriate management and guidance. 

 
• Priority Areas of Work  
 
We have identified five priority areas of work, and under each of these are a series of 
strategic actions that will contribute to the achievement of our goal. The five priority 
areas of work are: 
  
1.   Access to open country 
 
2.   Improving Rights of Way and countryside access 
 
3.   Managing Rights of Way and Countryside Access  
 
4. Interpretation, Awareness and Promotion 
 
5. Outreach  
 
Priority Area 1: Access to open country 
Open Access commenced in May 2005, significantly increasing the available access 
land in wider Cumbria and within the Yorkshire Dales National Park (YDNP). In the 
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Lake District National Park (LDNP) there was already general de facto access above 
the fell wall and it is estimated that the Lake District only gained a further 4% of land 
available to the public. However, there are still nearly 500 square miles of such land 
that people access, enjoy and have an impact upon. 
 
The three access authorities (CCC, YDNP, LDNP) invested significant internal and 
external resources to ensure the new access rights would be introduced as smoothly 
as possible. All authorities identified and undertook extensive works to improve entry 
and exit points to open access land and also the provision to the public of 
information, interpretation boards and advisory signs. The National Parks used 
internal budgets to undertake this work whilst CCC secured Access Management 
Grant Scheme funds from Natural England. 
 
All three authorities have undertaken either visitor or land manager surveys between 
2005 and 2011. The general results are the same; that open access has had limited 
impact on either visitor behaviour or land management. For example: 
 
• only 15% of visitors observed in the YDNP were off the rights of way network 

• 73% of people surveyed in the LDNP said there walk was entirely on rights of way 

• Natural England’s analysis of LDNP data concluded that in nine out of ten sites 
surveyed, open access had not changed the pattern of use or had any implications for 
site management 

• CCC recorded no increase in visitor numbers on 13 open access sites 

• 80% of landowners in the LDNP with open access land said it had made no difference 
to their land management practices 

 
Therefore, all three authorities have stated that future management of open access 
land will focus on the statutory duty of maintaining the existing access asset, dealing 
with any applications for closure or restrictions, and working with Natural England on 
the statutory review of open access.  
 
Priority Area 2: Improving Rights of Way and Countryside Access 
 
Since 2007 the Rights of Way Improvement Plan (ROWIP) has been the driver 
behind the delivery of a prioritised programme of access improvements to enhance 
people’s access to the countryside and to improve access and recreation 
opportunities for all. Within the LDNP the development of a strategic framework for 
access to water and its associated action plan had a similar intention for lakes and 
rivers. 
 
Improvements have been delivered in two broad areas: 
 
• Barrier reduction – through initiatives such as the County Council’s Parish Paths 

Initiative and the LDNP’s Access Improvement Fund, the three authorities have 
undertaken a comprehensive programme of improvements to access and rights of 
way furniture where restrictive items such as ladder or step stiles are replaced by 
kissing gates or wicket gates.  

• Specific improvement projects - based on the 1200 prioritised ROWIP suggestions 
submitted by user groups and local communities. These range in scale and type from 
the successful ‘Miles without Stiles’ projects for people with limited mobility to creating 
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new routes or upgrading existing ones to further develop walking, riding or cycling 
networks.  

 
Successful implementation of these projects on an individual basis has meant that 
although there have been local successes (and some failures), arguably the current 
ROWIP approach hasn’t led to a noticeable change to the rights of way or access 
network. Large scale schemes such as Carlisle City/ Sustrans Connect 2 cycling 
project and the Coniston to Foxfield cycleway have faltered and even small scale 
changes such as upgrading sections of public footpath to bridleway have taken as 
long as four years to complete because of objections. These small incremental 
changes mean that by and large the needs and preferences of key user groups 
remain relatively unchanged and they remain as valid now as they did in 2006.  
 
The existing Access to Lakes Rivers and Coast Strategy was prepared by the LDNP 
in 2009. It came about as a result of independent research undertaken with the 
public, organisations and land managers with an interest in water-related access and 
recreation to find out more about both current use, and needs and preferences of 
users. Three years on this Strategy gives an opportunity to integrate the aims and 
key actions for water-related access as the overall intentions of both land and water 
access are complimentary and deliver similar benefits. 
 
Current strategic priorities for improving access and recreation include the Go Lakes 
Travel Programme in the south and central Lake District, new coastal access route 
and the on-going Adventure Capital campaign. We need to develop a similarly 
strategic way of implementing ROWIP suggestions, moving away from the individual 
route to looking at networks over a wider area, developing joint programmes of work 
that are aligned to current funding streams, for example the Paths for Communities 
Fund, and bidding in partnership to secure them. 
 
Priority Area 3: Managing Rights of Way and Countryside Access 
 
The core statutory duty of the County Council as Local Highway Authority is to 
assert, protect, map, record, continuously review and update the Definitive Map and 
Statement of Public Rights of Way (PROW), as well as practically maintain the 
PROW network across Cumbria. The LDNP and YDNP have an agency agreement 
with the County Council to maintain all PROW on the Definitive Map and Statement 
within their respective National Parks, apart from the urban centres of 
Windermere/Bowness, Ambleside and Keswick in the Lake District. Fulfilling this 
duty is a fundamental role for all authorities and will remain a key priority.  
 
Managing access and recreation is more than legal and practical work however. All 
authorities have to balance the needs of all countryside users with those of local 
communities, landowners and managers. We have an important advisory role to play 
in encouraging responsible use of the countryside and resolve conflict through 
appropriate management and guidance. This can only be done in partnership with all 
relevant stakeholders and the key topics and needs are: 
 
• Organised recreational events – Cumbria is a nationally recognised destination for 

many large scale recreation events, primarily running, cycling and swimming, or a 
combination of all three. Scafell Pike is one of the destinations in the Three Peaks 
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Challenge and that brings particular issues for the remote community of Wasdale. 
The management of these will continue through the CCC led Event Advisory Group 
and the Sustainable Outdoor Recreational Challenge Events (SORCE) toolkit. 

• Access Forums - providing a secretariat for and working with all three Local Access 
Forums across Cumbria. 

• Recreational green road driving – this includes the management of mechanically 
propelled vehicles on legal routes as well as illegal motorcycling on other rights of 
way and open country. 

• Fix the Fells – currently over 120 upland paths are seriously eroded through public 
use and the impacts of our weather. Partners have been committed over the last ten 
years to tackle this issue and have successfully repaired or restored over 200 routes. 
Looking forward a collaborative approach to deliver practical works and develop 
awareness sand fundraising support is required. 

 
Priority Area 4: Interpretation, awareness and promotion 
 
The availability of good, sound information enables users and visitors to satisfy their 
needs from a visit. Information provides for a safe and enjoyable visit, can assist in 
the management of an area and is an important means of promoting visitor 
enjoyment. The provision of information and interpretation should encourage a 
greater understanding of the Cumbrian landscape and countryside and a better 
appreciation of the need to look after it. 
  
The ROWIP needs and preferences research in 2006 highlighted lack of information 
as a common concern among more than one user group. People expressed a lack of 
confidence in using the existing network because they were unsure of where to go 
and could not find information on where to go, what to expect and what to do. 
Although this may reflect a lack of knowledge about where to find this information - it 
is clear that users value the provision of clear and consistent messages, advice and 
guidance. Since 2007 we have produced a suite of advisory signs for use across the 
County and new path fingerposts now contain distance and destination information 
where rights of way leave the tarmac road. Each Authority now has an online 
resource of countryside access information. 
 
To continue to meet users' and visitors' preferences, not only will the authorities 
maintain and update existing access information across all media but we will also 
use modern platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and smart phone applications to 
interpret and promote what we do and what Cumbria has to offer. 
 
Priority Area 5: Outreach 
 
The countryside of Cumbria is a place that everyone should be able to enjoy. It is 
increasingly apparent, through research such as Defra’s Diversity Review that 
certain sectors of the population do not access the countryside as much as others, 
for many social, economic and cultural reasons. These include people with limited 
mobility, those who live in inner city areas, particularly young children, and ethnic 
minorities. In Cumbria this also includes the local population of the west coast 
industrial belt.  
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All three authorities recognise that everyone should have an equal opportunity to 
enjoy the benefits of countryside access and believe it has a large part to play in the 
social inclusion agenda. This is where an outreach programme comes in. 
   
Outreach differs from general information provision in that it is generally targeted at 
particular groups such as school children, ethnic minorities, students and limited 
mobility and disability organisations, rather than just to the individual as part of a 
recreational visit. Both National Parks have dedicated education and learning teams 
which lead on their outreach programmes and the LDNP has entered into a 
partnership with the John Muir Trust to deliver the John Muir Award, the Trust’s 
environmental engagement and outdoor learning scheme. CCC’s Countryside 
Access Team has delivered outreach work in the past, notably with AWAZ, the 
umbrella organisation for black and minority ethnic (BME) communities in Cumbria 
(AWAZ means ‘voice’ in many several European, Middle Eastern and Asian 
languages)  
 
Examples of encouraging wider participation include: 
 
• Assisting BME groups to visit the countryside, through the MOSAIC project in the 

National Parks and through AWAZ across wider Cumbria. MOSAIC was a national 
project, led by the Campaign for National Parks, which aimed to build sustainable 
links between BME communities and the National Parks and Youth Hostel 
Association. It ran from 2009 to 2012. The Cumbrian MOSAIC community champion 
is now a member of the Lake District Local Access Forum 

• The Miles without Stiles and barrier reduction programme across the whole County 
has widened access for people with limited mobility 

• Development of the Young Ranger Service within the Lake District National Park 
encourages 14 to 18 year olds to sample life as a National Park Ranger and learn 
about the special qualities of National Parks  

• CCC and Disabled Ramblers event in Smardale 
 
We will continue to provide and promote opportunities for all under-represented 
groups to access the Cumbrian countryside and ensure that equality and diversity 
legislation is complied with. 
 
 
 
Annex 1 – Glossary  
 
Annex 2 – Facts and figures 
 
(Should these go before or after Part II – the strategic action plan?) 
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Part 2: Cumbria and the Lake District Countryside Access and Recreation Strategic Action Plan 2013 – 2018 
 

 

CCC LDNPA YDNPA 

Key Strategic Action  Proposed 

action                            

(quantify 

where possible) 

Comment Future 

Priority       

L / M / H 

Proposed action                           

(quantify where 

possible) 

Comment Future 

Priority       

L / M / 

H 

Proposed 

action                           

(quantify 

where 

possible) 

Comment Future 

Priority       

L / M / H 

1. Access to Open Country  

1.1 Access authorities will 

facilitate the maintenance of 

access to and within areas of 

access land, in accordance 

with the CROW Act 2000 

Establish a 

survey and 

inspection 

process and 

ensure the 

asset is 

maintained.    

Scope of 

works may 

be affected 

by Natural 

England’s 

open access 

review. 

L Establish a 

survey and 

inspection 

process and 

ensure the asset 

is maintained.    

  L Will continue 

to survey and 

inspect areas 

of access land 

to ensure the 

asset is 

maintained. 

 L 

We know when we are 

succeeding when: 

Audit of all open access infrastructure (furniture, interpretation/ information panels) and Sn 35 agreements is complete and 

database of asset is developed and up to date 

Key performance indicator % of access infrastructure in favourable condition (through cyclical surveys) 

1.2 The access authorities will 

manage the right of access to 

open country and registered 

commons using the least 

restrictive option.  

Access rights 

will be 

protected and 

defended 

where 

threatened or 

compromised 

by land use 

changes etc. 

Appropriate 

assessments 

Response 

will be 

limited to 

minimum 

statutory 

duty 

L Contribute to the 

Open Access 

Boundary 

Review; work 

with all relevant 

stakeholders to 

protect access 

rights where 

threatened or 

compromised by 

land use 

  L Contribute to 

the Open 

Access 

Boundary 

Review; work 

with all 

relevant 

stakeholders 

to protect 

access rights 

where 

  L 
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will be 

undertaken 

where 

restrictions 

have been 

proposed. 

changes; work 

with Natural 

England on 

restrictions 

casework 

threatened or 

compromised 

by land use 

changes; 

work with 

Natural 

England on 

restrictions 

casework 

We know when we are 

succeeding when: 

 

Key performance indicator  

1.3 In addition to the 

information provided at key 

sites, there will be a range of 

other types of signage, 

containing varying levels of 

information and maps 

appropriate to the location.  

Open access 

will continue to 

be promoted 

through the 

CCC website. 

Some local 

information 

map boards 

may be 

required 

following NE's 

review process. 

Response 

will be 

limited to 

minimum 

statuary 

duty 

L Update and 

improve open 

access 

information on 

NPA website. 

  L Open access 

will continue 

to be 

promoted 

through the 

YDNPA 

website. 

Access 

Information 

Points will be 

kept up to 

date. 

Minimum 

statutory 

requireme

nt to be 

delivered. 

L 

We know when we are 

succeeding when: 

         

Key performance indicator          
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Item No. 14 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 26 February 2013 
 

Secretary’s Report 
 
 
Purpose of the Report 
 
The following report brings together, in one place, a collection of items for Members 
consideration and information. 
 
 
Authority Meetings  
 
Any member of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum can attend Authority Meetings as 
a member of the public. Please contact Rachel Briggs for a copy of the agenda and 
supporting papers. Please note, it is not a requirement for members of the YDAF to 
attend Authority meetings, so it is not an ‘approved duty’ and LAF members cannot 
claim expenses for attending such meetings. 
 
Authority Meeting Dates and Venues for 2013: 
 
Date Venue Time 
26 March 2013 Yoredale, Bainbridge 10.30 
25 June 2013 Yoredale, Bainbridge 10.30 
24 September 2013 Yoredale, Bainbridge 10.30 
17 December 2013 Yoredale, Bainbridge 10.30 

 
 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum Membership 
 
On 5 December 2012, a selection process took place for YDAF membership.  The 
outcome was that the following members were reappointed for a three year term: 
 

• Stuart Monk representing vehicular use of green lanes. 

• Ken Miller representing horse riding, walking and cycling. 

• Neil Heseltine representing Dales farming. 
 
The following two members are new to the forum and have been appointed for a 
three year term: 
 

• Jonathon Smith from Long Preston representing walking and local business. 

• Kevin Lancaster from Sedbergh representing dales farming.  
 

Finally, we also welcome Nick Thwaite to the forum as the new Yorkshire Dales 
National Park Authority Member Champion for Recreation Management. 
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Meeting of the Yorkshire and Humber Regional Access Forum 
 
The next meeting of the Yorkshire and Humber Regional Access Forum is set for 
Wednesday 22 March 201 and will be held at the Natural England Offices in Leeds.  
Two members from each LAF are invited and representation is sought from the 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum. 
 
 
National Conference for Local Access Forums 
 
The National Conference for Local Access Forums will be held on 27 February 2013 
in Sheffield.  Alex Law and Rachel Briggs will be attending and will feedback at the 
June meeting. 
 
 
North Yorkshire County Council’s Policy on Unsurfaced, Unclassified Roads 
 
At a special meeting of the YDAF in April 2012, members discussed the North 
Yorkshire County Council’s (NYCC) consultation on the management and 
maintenance of the unsurfaced unclassified roads1  NYCC published a report on the 
outcome of their consultation and their suggested policy for the management of 
unsealed, unsurfaced roads for a NYCC committee in November 2012, and this has 
also been to the North Yorkshire LAF.  This report was considered by the Yorkshire 
Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group at their meeting in November 2012.  This raised 
a number of matters for clarification which NYCC have responded to: 
 

• Has the blanket approach to management based on sustainability been dropped, 
and it will it now be a case of individual route management based on the results 
of the survey findings? 

• Following the public consultation the 'sustainability' philosophy has been 
abandoned, there was no public appetite for a migration away from 'legal' rights. 
We'll probably presume that MPV rights exist and then manage the routes 
according to their use. 
 

• After a condition survey has been conducted, how are decisions on the 
appropriate management going to be made, and by whom? 

• Decisions on management / maintenance will be decided by officers (delegated 
powers) following discussions with interested parties, TRO's will be consulted 
upon (statutory requirement) and if necessary Members will decide in the event of 
objections. 
 

• Are there any implications for the Yorkshire Dales area? Group members were 
concerned that where they had advised one course of management, they might 
find someone else then recommended a different approach. 

• We will continue to work with the YDNPA and its Advisory Group, I do not 
perceive any need or justification to change the current modus operandi. 

                                            
1
 http://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/lookingafter/caringfor/managingaccess/ydaf/ydlaf-meetings/ydlaf-

archive/ydlaf-apr2012 
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• What is the timetable for the pilot in Area 3, and how will it be reported? 

• The pilot will run for most of 2013/14, will be reported back via Exec Members 
then TEE O&SC. 

 
 
Proposed Extensions to the Lake District and Yorkshire Dales National Parks 
 
See the attached ministerial statement in reference to the proposed extension to the 
Lake District and Yorkshire Dales National Parks (Appendix 1). 
 
 
North Yorkshire Wildfire Report 
 
See the attached final report from the North Yorkshire Wildfire Group (Appendix 2). 
 
 
Cam Woodland Planning Application 
 
Members were asked to respond to the planning application at Cam Woodland.  Phil 
Woodyer compiled the response, taking into account members comments, and this 
was submitted (Appendix 3). 
 
At the meeting of Planning Committee on 12 February 2013, members approved the 
application with certain conditions relating to phasing deleted, conditions to secure 
mitigation measures in respect of white clawed crayfish (as recommended by the 
Environment Agency), condition requiring bridge to have non-slip surface and no 
visual breaks or kickboards, plus S106 to include Construction Method Statement to 
deal with construction issues (access, traffic, parking, storage of materials.  
 
Tour de France 
 
We are thrilled that the first stages of the Tour de France 2014 will take place in 
Yorkshire. The weekend of the 5 and 6 July will see the Tour speeding through many 
of the roads and lanes of the Yorkshire Dales National Park. Indeed, the first of those 
days has the riders setting of from Leeds, entering the National Park north of 
Skipton, travelling up the Wharfedale valley over Kidstones into Bishopdale, entering 
Wensleydale then travelling westwards to Hawes before turning north over 
Buttertubs into Swaledale and then heading east along the Swaledale valley before 
turning South through Leyburn and onto Harrogate via Masham and Ripon.  
 
The second stage dips into the National Park as the riders come along the A59 from 
Harrogate to Bolton Abbey.  You can see full details of the routes at 
http://letour.yorkshire.com/ 
 
This is clearly a huge event and it is a monumental achievement to get it here. Full 
credit to Gary Verity and his staff at Welcome to Yorkshire for the vision and 
commitment they have shown. The Tour de France attracts massive crowds – both 
to watch the riders live and following the event on television so we will want to use 
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every opportunity it affords us to promote the National Park, and ensure that our 
local communities benefit from it. 
 
It is still early days on developing the plans both for delivering the event and 
maximising the benefits from it, and this will clearly be a major area of work over the 
next 18 months. 
 
Cycling Funding 
 

The Department for Transport has announced that they are making a £62 million 
investment in cycling in England. There are to be both urban and rural elements with 
a fund worth up to £12 million been made available to local authorities working in 
partnership with National Parks to improve conditions for cyclists 

Source and more details: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/major-
investment-in-cycle-infrastructure  

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-announces-record-62-million-
investment-in-cycling 

 
 
Rachel Briggs 
Access Development Officer 
March 2012 
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Appendix 1 
  
WRITTEN MINISTERIAL STATEMENT  
DEPARTMENT FOR ENVIRONMENT FOOD AND RURAL AFFAIRS  
PROPOSED EXTENSIONS TO THE LAKE DISTRICT AND YORKSHIRE DALES 
NATIONAL PARKS  
29 January 2013  
___________________________________________________________________  
Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Natural Environment and Fisheries (Richard 
Benyon)  
 
Today I am announcing a Public Inquiry to hear representations to the Variation 
Orders to extend the Lake District and Yorkshire Dales National Parks including 
objections from six local authorities.  
 
The National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 requires Natural 
England to consider from time to time what areas there are in England that meet the 
criteria for National Park status, and whether it is especially desirable that such 
areas should be designated. In November 2011Natural England issued Variation 
Orders to extend the boundaries of the Lake District and the Yorkshire Dales 
National Parks. The Orders were submitted to the Defra Secretary of State in 
January 2012.  
 
Over 3,000 objections, representations or expressions of support were received in 
response to the proposals, including objections from five local authorities. It is a 
statutory requirement that a Public Inquiry is held if at least one local authority with 
land in a proposed extension raises an objection to a relevant Variation Order. I have 
therefore commissioned a Public Inquiry into the recommended boundary changes 
and an Inspector from the Planning Inspectorate has been appointed to conduct the 
Inquiry.  
 
As a first step, a pre-Inquiry meeting will be held in early March with the Inquiry itself 
expected to open in early June; lasting approximately four weeks. Following the 
Inquiry the Inspector will make recommendations to the Secretary of State as to 
whether he believes the proposed extensions meet the designation criteria as set out 
in the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949.  
 
Once the Secretary of State has received the Inspector’s report he will then take a 
decision as to whether the case for designation has been made and he will either 
confirm the Variation Orders (with or without modifications) or reject them. 
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Appendix 2 
North Yorkshire Wildfire Group 

Final Project Report 
Project Period 1st August 2010 – 31st July 2012 

 
Rural Development Initiatives Ltd 
Unit 9, Sycamore Business Park 

Copt Hewick 
Ripon 

North Yorkshire HG4 5DF 2 
 

Introduction  
 
The North Yorkshire Wildfire Group (NYWG) was created and funded to contribute 
towards the sustainable development of North Yorkshire by protecting it from the 
devastating impacts of wildfires. The aim of the Group was to promote a number of 
activities relating to prevention, preparedness and response to wildfire. It also aimed 
to build a strong network encouraging collaboration when dealing with wildfire 
issues.  
 
Primary activities of the Group were to include the compilation of fire plans, provision 
of training, public awareness campaigns, and establishing consistency in 
procedures. The projected targets with respect to delivering these activities are 
outlined within this document, along with the associated costs and potential sources 
of funding.  
 
As constituted by the project, the NYWG consisted of a county-level steering group 
that undertook inter-agency liaison, co-ordination of training, formulation and 
promulgation of operational aide-memoires (Standard Operating Procedures) and 
organising fire plan collation. Two operational groups at a landscape scale (the 
Yorkshire Dales and North York Moors) were also utilised and of these two, one, the 
North York Moors group, was a pre-existing organisation. The project was managed 
by Rural Development Initiatives Ltd (RDI), principally via a project officer with 
managerial and administrative support. The project was largely financed through 
Sustainable Development Fund money from the Dales and the Moors with smaller 
amounts of money from the Yorkshire Dales and North York Moors National Parks 
and Nidderdale AONB. RDI also run the county-based woodland initiative in 
Yorkshire, Yorwoods, so the networks established through this project were used to 
promote the NYWG as much as practicable.  
 
The group was intended to be a long-term endeavour to maintain good working 
relations and practices in relation to wildfire.  
 
Project Outputs  
 
Outputs of the project were: 
 
a) Networking  
 

• 4 x Meetings of Steering Group  
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• 8 x Meetings of Fire Operation Groups  
 
b) Fire Planning and Mapping  
 

• Fire plan support visits and plan completion. 50% of all fire plans to be 
completed.  

 
c) Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)  
 

• Develop and design SOPs  

• Print and distribute 300 x SOPs  
 
 
d) Training  
 

• Conduct Basic Wildfire Training 100 x attendees  

• Conduct Advanced Wildfire Training 24 x attendees  

• Conduct Moorland Burning Workshops x 2  
 
e) Equipment  
 

• Assessment of equipment availability  

• Implement proposals  
 
f) Public Awareness  
 

• Preparation of Communications Plan  

• Preparation and implementation of publicity campaign  
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g) Live Fire Exercise  
 

• Plan and deliver wildfire scenario Moors Fire Operations Group  

• Plan and deliver wildfire scenario Dales Fire Operations Group  
 
h) Case Studies  
 

• Preparation of case studies to support Group activities  

• Fire reporting and causative agent analysis  
 
i) Other  
 

• Basic wildfire training course 28th September 2012 and other funding  
 
 
Delivery of Project Outputs  
 
a) Networking  
 
4 x Meetings of Steering Group and 8 x Meetings of Fire Operations Groups  
 
All Steering Group and Fire Operations Group meetings were held. In addition to 
these, two other meetings were co-ordinated in relation to the running of Exercise 
Pippin [see g)] and a final Steering Group was convened to establish a handover of a 
functioning Wildfire Group system.  
 
b) Fire Planning and Mapping  
 
Fire plan support visits and plan completion. 50% of all fire plans to be completed  
 
Fire plans are a method by which information can be collated from landowners or 
managers and disseminated to the Fire and Rescue Service in order to improve the 
response to wildfire incidents. A fire plan includes information on primary contacts, 
landholdings’ boundaries, access routes, RV points and water availability.  
 
An agreed fire plan template was to be distributed to landowners and managers and 
returned to RDI. Once complete, these would then be sent on to the North Yorkshire 
Fire and Rescue Service (NYFRS) for uploading onto their information system so 
they could be utilised on-site by mobile data terminals.  
 
Following agreement on a template design, the fire plan template was promulgated 
through the two operations groups and promoted and despatched to the target 
audience by RDI. During this process, it became apparent than because the Moors 
Operations Group was a pre-existing organisation, activity to ensure the collection 
and collation of fire plans was significantly more advanced in this area than in the 
Dales. At least 85 landowners or agents were in receipt of the template over the 
project period; and since agents/agencies often have responsibility for more than 
one estate this would have covered more than 85 properties. Conversely, and as 
already stated, some Moors landowners or their agents had already despatched 
completed fire plans prior to project commencement.  
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It was noted that project recording in terms of the distribution of fire plans was 
affected by a previous lack of baseline information whereby only limited records were 
available to confirm how many fire plans had been distributed prior to the 
commencement of the NYWG project.  
 
Furthermore no definition as to the 50% (of all fire plans to be completed) figure had 
been provided in the project business plan. It was therefore agreed that this related 
to 50% of the area within the moorland line; this approximating to the wildfire risk 
area. 
 
Plans uploaded during the project by NYFRS  
Moorland Fire Plan Arkleside Moors  
Moorland Fire Plan Barningham & Holgate Estates  
Moorland Fire Plan Baysdale Moor  

Moorland Fire Plan Bolton Estate DL8 4GF  
Moorland Fire Plan Caldbergh Moor Leyburn  
Moorland Fire Plan Commondale  
Moorland Fire Plan Defence Training Estate North 
Catterick & Feldom  
Moorland Fire Plan Egton High Moor  
Moorland Fire Plan Forestry Commission Estate North 
Yorkshire  
Moorland Fire Plan Goathland & Wheeldale Estate  

Moorland Fire Plan Goathland East Moor  
Moorland Fire Plan Grouse Moor Danby  
Moorland Fire Plan Gunnerside Estate  
Moorland Fire Plan Hawnby & Arden Moors  
Moorland Fire Plan Humberstone Bank Farm  
Moorland Fire Plan Ingleby Moor  

Moorland Fire Plan Katty Whites Allotments  
Moorland Fire Plan Kildale  
Moorland Fire Plan Kitty Whites Allotment  
Moorland Fire Plan Osmotherley Moor  
Moorland Fire Plan Sleights & Ugglebarnby Moors  
Moorland Fire Plan Spaunton Moor  
Moorland Fire Plan Swinton Estate  

Moorland Fire Plan Urra Estate  
 
Other uploaded plans Yorkshire Dales and Nidderdale  
Jervaulx Moor  
Angram and Scar Moor  
Stean Moor  
Gouthwaite Moor  

Ramsgill Bents  
Ramsgill Moor  
 
Other uploaded plans North York Moors  
Bransdale Moor  
Cold Moor  
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Commondale And Guisborough Moor  
Danby High And Low Moors  
Farndale High Moor  

Farndale Moor  
Fylingdales Moor  
Goathland East Moor  
Goathland West Moor  
Hawnby And Arden Moors  
Kepwick  

Levisham And Lockton Moors  
Newton Mulgrave  
Raisdale Moor  
Rievaulx Moor  
Rosedale  
Roxby Estate  

Skelton & Gilling Estate  
Sleights Moor  
Snilesworth Moor  
Thimbleby Moor  
Ugglebarnby Moor  
Westerdale  
Wheeldale Moor  

 
It is recognised that some of the above records may be duplicates although it should 
be noted that some neighbouring areas have the same or very similar names even 
though they are geographically distinct.  
 
In summary, at least 87% of the North York Moors area (41,762 of 47,965 ha) and 
9% of the Yorkshire Dales and Nidderdale area (11,440 of 133,054 ha) now has fire 
plan coverage.  
 
c) Production and distribution of Standard Operating Procedures  
 
Develop and design Standard Operating Procedures 
  
The Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) were designed by RDI and agreed by 
the steering group. As A6 sized aide-memoires, they were specifically designed to 
be carried in coat pockets or vehicle glove boxes for immediate reference when 
required.  
 
Print and distribute 300 x Standard Operating Procedures  
 
The SOPs were commissioned with a print run of 300. By 31 July 2012 169 had 
been distributed with SOPs being sent out according to numbers of personnel at 
organisations and estates and thereafter by request; this to ensure that they were 
distributed in an orderly fashion. SOPs are still available and will also be retained for 
distribution at any future wildfire training courses. 
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An issue arose with the distribution of the SOPs in that the agreed fire plan template 
included no requirement for a postal address. This therefore resulted in a significant 
amount of phoning and e-mailing being required to determine where to send the 
SOPs. Whilst resource heavy, this did have the positive effect of being able to 
correctly identify recipients of the SOPs and how many were required.  
 
d) Training Courses  
 
Basic Wildfire Course 100 x attendees  
 
Four basic wildfire training courses were delivered; two in the Moors and two in the 
Dales. The first two were run at Sutton Bank Visitor Centre, Helmsley and the Dales 
Countryside Museum, Hawes on 2nd March and 3rd March 2011 respectively. The 
remaining two courses were delivered in 2012 at the Danby Moors Centre on 16th 
February and at Yoredale House, Bainbridge on 28th September. Two courses had 
provisionally been scheduled for February 2012 but due to insufficient attendee 
numbers enrolling, it was decided to combine the two potential courses and run just 
one at Danby.  
 
The total number of attendees on the four courses was 46; this number being 
comparable with the revised target of 50 highlighted in the end of Year One Report. 
See also i) for information about funding of the Bainbridge course. 
 
Advanced Wildfire Course 24 x attendees  
 
The Advanced Wildfire Course is designed to provide more experienced trainees 
with the skills to manage a team of non-professional fire fighters (i.e. estate workers 
or countryside rangers) and manage a wildfire incident. As such, the course is 
considered to be of relevance only to a small number of countryside managers or 
workers. In light of this and as noted in the end of Year One Report, unless there 
were at least six enquiries, the advanced course would not be delivered during the 
life of the project. During the second year of the project, there was an insufficient 
level of enquiries in the advanced course to justify its delivery.  
 
Moorland burning workshops and equipment demonstrations x 2  
 
The concept of the moorland burning workshop was that it be run in liaison with the 
National Gamekeepers Organisation (NGO). Whilst this collaboration did not 
materialise, the steering group recognised that there was a need to provide a wildfire 
burning exercise but that this was highly dependent upon location, seasonality and 
weather; especially as good weather (when estates would want to get on with their 
burning programme) could stifle attendance at a burning workshop as much as wet 
or windy weather could mean it was impossible to run.  
 
The original concept of a ‘moorland burning workshop’ therefore became part of the 
‘wildfire scenario event’ described in g) below. 
 
e) Equipment  
 
Assessment of equipment availability  
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It had been identified that there was/is a lack of appropriate and specialist equipment 
available in some areas of the county which leads to a slower response and / or the 
fire taking longer to extinguish, resulting in greater damage. To help to address this 
issue, the NYWG had hoped to undertake a more detailed analysis of equipment 
availability and distribution and, based on these findings, seek to purchase the 
necessary equipment to fill any critical gaps.  
 
Though the fire plan template includes a section for information about firefighting 
equipment to be included from early discussions it became evident that land owners 
are naturally circumspect about providing such details for a register. They also felt 
they are aware of the local range of assets in any event because they know the 
neighbouring estate or landholding. As a result, the steering group recognised that 
this should not be a project priority. Finally it could be a mistake to rely on any such 
register because it cannot reliably track the quality or availability of equipment when 
actually needed.  
 
Implement proposals  
 
One outcome of the focus on equipment was the contribution of £28,000 by 
Yorkshire Water for the purchase of an Argocat, with trailer and fogging unit for 
wildfire fighting operations. After discussion between Yorkshire Water and the 
NYFRS to determine ongoing cost requirements to NYFRS (for storage, 
maintenance, training etc.), an Argocat was purchased and is now in service at 
Skipton Fire Station.  
 
f) Public Awareness  
 
Preparation of Communications Plan  
 
A Communications Strategy was developed with the aim of forming the basis of 
liaison work with local communities, be they visitors to the area or those managing 
the land. The strategy highlighted those stakeholders with whom the NYWG should 
communicate and outlined the best methods by which to do so. As its title suggests, 
it was a strategic rather than a tactical document and an Implementation Action Plan 
was also produced to assist with the realisation of some of the strategic aims. 
 
Preparation and implementation of publicity campaign  
 
To highlight the work and presence of the NYWG, an A6 Wildfire postcard was 
created for distribution at agricultural and land-based events attended by RDI in the 
Yorkshire region. The existence of the Group and its activities were also 
promulgated on the RDI and Yorwoods websites and information provided for 
placement on partners’ websites. A number of press releases about the Group and 
the courses organised were also issued (for example, at least two press releases 
were published in the Darlington and Stockton Times). The success of ‘Exercise 
Pippin’ was promulgated by the NYFRS and Yorkshire Water and on the RDI 
website.  
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During the lifetime of the project, the NYFRS highlighted that they were keen to 
produce and circulate a series of post-incident letters to owners/managers where 
wildfires had occurred; this to encourage the sharing of good practice and lessons 
learnt. RDI facilitated discussion amongst the partners as to how his could be 
implemented.  
 
Contact with Nottingham Trent University was established and maintained 
throughout the project as NTU are working on the development of optimum wildfire 
signage and deployment of such signage.  
 
 
g) Live Fire Exercise  
 
Plan and deliver wildfire scenario (Moors Fire Operations Group) 
  
Further to the success of ‘Exercise Pippin’ (see below) a further exercise was 
scheduled to be delivered by NYFRS in the Moors area on 26th September 2012. 
This event was postponed owing to the Fire Service’s response to flooding at the 
time; the exercise is rescheduled for early 2013.  
 
Plan and deliver wildfire scenario (Dales Fire Operations Group)  
 
Live fire exercises, even if using privately owned equipment, are under the control of 
the NYFRS. This raises operational issues as their successful implementation relies 
on the ability of the Fire and Rescue Service to commit resources to such an 
exercise, especially if a real incident occurs concurrently. They also cannot be 
carried out if the weather or conditions are not suitable.  
 
In order to take account of these operational restrictions, the wildfire scenario event, 
called ‘Exercise Pippin’ was undertaken as a ‘dry’ exercise, incorporating command 
and control elements but no fires on the ground. It was held on 22nd March 2012 
with the overall aim being to carry out a simulated wildfire exercise at a realistic 
location using the Incident Command Unit (ICU). The event objectives were to: -  
 

• Test the operation of the ICU and associated communications equipment at a 
realistic location.  

 

• Test and exercise appropriate Incident Command Procedures at a simulated 
wildfire incident  

 

• Work alongside key partners to resolve a simulated wildfire incident.  
 
h) Case studies  
 
Preparation of case studies to support Group activities 
  
It was intended that the production of relevant case studies of wildfire incidents 
would aid in strengthening the business case for future funding applications and 
encourage continued support for the wildfire group and its activities. Whilst it was 
initially intended that such case studies be produced by the NYFRS, RDI produced 
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one case study on the management of fire risk along the North York Moors Railway, 
where steam locomotives had been identified as a potential wildfire risk. Largely 
concerned with vegetation management it is recognised that this case study could 
potentially be useful for other heritage railways but that additional research would be 
required in order to promulgate it further.  
 
NYRFS are developing a second case study based on ‘Exercise Pippin’. 
 
Fire reporting and causative agent analysis  
Information on fire reporting and causative agent analysis was to be produced from 
material and evidence provided by NYFRS to the NYWG. Whilst not yet provided, 
this work was not regarded as a priority by the Group.  
 
i) Other  
 
Basic wildfire training course 28th September 2012 and other funding  
 
Towards the end of the project RDI became aware of funding being offered by the 
Wensleydale branch of the Campaign to Protect Rural England to help support 
useful and important countryside activities. Funding was successfully sought and 
was used to offset the cost of delivering the Basic Wildfire Course in Bainbridge.  
 
Other avenues of funding have also been explored (including trying to find a 
commercial sponsor) although only limited time was available under the NYWG 
business plan with which to do so.  
 
Lessons learned  
 
The project successfully brought together a number of statutory agencies, 
stakeholder groups and landowners to consider the management of wildfire across a 
county with two distinct upland rural regions, the North York Moors and the Yorkshire 
Dales. The format of a Steering Group to co-ordinate two Fire Operations Groups 
was workable and would have had even greater relevance in the co-ordinating of 
policy, action and transfer of knowledge should there have been two very active 
wildfire seasons. As it was the Group happened to run through periods of 
exceptionally wet weather with very low fire risk.  
 
In relation to the gathering of information from landowners via the templates for Fire 
Plans it was notable that it required a significant amount of time to ascertain who 
landowners or their representatives are, what their current contact details are and 
then to chase landowners for completion of the templates. Future projects to 
establish and administer Fire Groups should both allow for realistic amounts of time 
to cover this and, where responsibility is shared, how partners divide time and 
activity to achieve the overall aim.  
 
Project outcomes, and the requirements needed to fulfil them, should be fully costed 
or fully considered before being recognised as part of the project. This was 
noticeable when considering the range of wildfire demonstration events to be 
delivered as part of the project. It was only as the project developed that it became 
apparent that requiring the services of the NYFRS, suitable venues and possibly 
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good firesetting conditions within the burning season could be a complicated and 
resource-demanding endeavour. The Communications Plan was written but had little 
bearing upon project publicity as there was in fact no budget to implement it.  
 
What next?  
 
RDI has organised a Dales Fire Operations Group meeting since the end of the 
project which was attended by interested parties and the intention is that the DFOG 
will continue. A Steering Group meeting was organised and chaired by RDI where 
the general consensus was that continuing this forum was still be best approach to 
helping co-ordinate the two Fire Operations Groups. It is envisaged that at a 
minimum an enduring project outcome will be the continuation of the Dales Fire 
Operations Group, though it is evident that the greater the risk of wildfire posing an 
existential threat to the Dales landscape and associated services (such as 
reservoirs) the greater the likelihood of an lasting legacy.  
 

Ben Scotting  
06/12/2012 
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Appendix 3 
 
OBJECTION TO PLANNING APPLICATION C/44/257A 
 
As chair of the Local Access Forum for the Yorkshire Dales National Park, I am 
writing to object strongly to the Cam High Road application to use route C as an 
extraction route for timber from the Cam Woodland. 
 
This application proposes using a total of 4170 metres of the Dalesway and 
restricted byway section of the Cam High Road as a route for 40 tonne wagons for 
commercial timber extraction. The Yorkshire Dales National Park has already 
imposed a TRO on this route to protect it from motorised transport. The route is used 
by two national trails, the Pennine Way and the Pennine Bridleway and by the local 
Dalesway. The National Park Authority estimates that it is at present used by 
between 6 and 7,000 visitors per year, twenty people per day. This includes walkers 
and cyclists and makes no allowance for the planned increase from horses and 
horse drawn vehicles. It is a significant and very important route. 
 
The Local Access Forum cannot support any planning application which not only 
does not improve access, but has the opposite effect. It would be a backward step 
for an authority and a forum that has strived to make vast improvements for access 
in the Yorkshire Dales. 
 
The plan would cause considerable disruption to create a road surface capable of 
supporting 40 tonne wagons. Erecting a clear span bridge at Gearstones suitable for 
the same vehicles would not be in keeping with the surrounding landscape and man-
made features. It will also be in use for a considerable period of time, at least to 2024 
and beyond and may also, in the future, be used for the extraction of timber from the 
Greenfields Forest. 
 
We recognise the need to extract mature, commercial timber from this forest but 
there is already a route in the other direction, to Gayle and Hawes that is already, 
mostly, a tarmacadam highway (route A). 
 
We do not see in this proposal any imaginative scheme to clear and develop the 
existing forest for the future use and for landscape, people and wildlife. The present 
plan seems to be based only on commercial considerations and the profit margins of 
the developers with only a hugely negative effect on the landscape of the Yorkshire 
Dales National Park and its many users. 
 
To support this plan would betray these people and the National Park. 
 
If this application is approved we strongly recommend that the following conditions 
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are enforced: 
 
1 That the applicant dedicates the upgraded farm track as a definitive public right of 
way, as a Restricted Byway with a minimum width and that suitable furniture is 
installed for the use of riders and horse drawn carriage drivers. 
2 That the number and time of lorry movements be set out in the permission. 
3 That no timber from Greenfield Forest be taken out by this route. 
4 That the agreement to allow permissive access be set out in writing as being 
unlimited except when the forest needs to be closed for forestry purposes. 
 
Phil Woodyer (Chair) 
David Gibson (Vice Chair) 
 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
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